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Love Thy Neighbor 
(Negotiation – Reservation Price) 

A fictional case study by Gregory Taketa.  Negotiators and Financiers can enjoy this simple, 

quickly applicable case of using a financially beneficial asset literally next door:  your neighbor!  

Here, we explore how a lousy water user in a drought (i.e. a Californian) can save money by 

striking a mutually beneficial deal with a water-conserving neighbor.  The frightening thing is 

that you really can implement this deal within 24 hours! 

Bad news:  you’re in a drought. 

Worse news:  you suck at water conservation.  You use more than 100 gallons of water daily 

than your neighbor. 

Worst news:  the more water you use on average per day, the higher the rates.  There is 

significant pressure to make the highest water users pay outrageously higher rates than their 

more efficient peers.   

But wait!  A flash of inspiration:  what if you just pay your more virtuous neighbor to use some 

of their water?  Their rates would not go up much higher, and you would rather pay those rates 

than the nasty ones the Utility Company meant for you. 
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Costs for Tiers of Usage are as follows: 

Tier Lower Bound of Tier (Gal/day) Bimonthly Cost/Gal* 

1 0 $0.27 

2 199 $0.39 

3 374 $0.43 

*For example, each 1 daily gallon you add in Tier 3 would cost $0.43 on your bill every 2 

months ($0.007183/gallon * 60 days). 

After hiring Gregory to do a Forecast of your Usage and your Neighbor’s, we predict: 

Bimonthly Period Your Predicted Usage (Gal/day) Neighbor’s Predicted Usage 

(Gal/day) 

1 345 232 

2 362 188 

3 483 264 

4 363 311 

5 458 198 

6 504 197 

 

 You realize that buying water off your neighbor in period 1 makes no sense because you 

are both in the same tier already.  There is no rate advantage by sharing. 

 On the other hand, in period 2, your neighbor enjoys the cheaper Tier 1 rate.  If you 

purchase 10 gal/day off your neighbor, your neighbor still pays that rate (because the 

total usage is now 198), and so do you, saving $0.39 - $0.27 = $0.12 per gallon for the 10 

gallons you bought.  You overall can save $1.20 if your neighbor charges no fee. 

Given these data, how much should you purchase from your neighbor?  How would you 

negotiate the deal and implement? 

 

Click Here to Download Data (MS Excel 2010+) 

 

Cask Questions: 

Due to many permutations of the case, a spreadsheet application is recommended.  If you need 

help, the first tab of my spreadsheet provides a template of how to approach the case.   

1) Suppose first that you will only purchase from your neighbor if you are in different tiers 

(this invokes the marginal benefit vs. marginal cost rule in economics).  If you are in 

different tiers, you will purchase such that you drop to the next tier.  For example, in 

Period 5, you would purchase about 85 gal/day to drop to Tier 2 at 374 gal/day usage.   

https://gregariousconsulting.files.wordpress.com/2014/11/love-thy-neighbor-negotiations-reservation-price.xlsx
https://gregariousconsulting.files.wordpress.com/2014/11/love-thy-neighbor-negotiations-reservation-price.xlsx
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a. What is the Annual Joint Savings?  That is, what do both of you collectively save? 

b. What is the minimum your neighbor would charge you in each period for their 

increased water bill (neighbor’s reservation price)? 

c. What is the most you would pay before this deal is hurtful to you (your 

reservation price)? 

2) In period 2, you decide to purchase 12 gal/day off your neighbor, since buying 164 would 

seem silly.   

a. What happens to the reservation prices?   

b. The Joint Savings? 

3) You might have found the method in Case 1 quite tedious or complicated.  Since we want 

you and your neighbor to pay the same marginal rate, why not simplify and have you 

both pay for the same amount each?  In other words, why not find the average usage 

between the both of you, and you purchase so that you hit the average? 

a. What happened to the Joint Savings? 

b. Why is this method easier to replicate/generalize in real life than Case 1? 

4) In practice, you will need a meter to measure how much water you siphon off your 

neighbor.  This meter requires a purchase cost and annual electric operating cost. 

a. If the meter costs $16 per year, should you negotiate with your neighbor? 

b. If the meter costs $15 per year, should you negotiate with your neighbor? 

c. If the net Joint Savings were well above the cost of the meter, how might you 

structure the deal with your neighbor?   

i. Who pays for the meter? 

ii. Who collects how much of the Joint Savings?  When? 

iii. Is there a penalty if someone breaks the commitment? 

iv. What are psychological factors to consider when structuring your options? 

5) You might not have found this deal very tempting yet.  However, there is some pressure 

for a drought state (e.g. California) to hike the rates aggressively in the near future.  

Suppose Tier 2 charges $0.54 (2x Tier 1), and Tier 3 charges $1.08 (2x Tier 2).  

Assuming you replicate Case 3’s agreement and ignore the metering costs, what is the 

annual Joint Savings?  If you kept about half that money, would you consider the deal for 

a 1-hour implementation investment each year? 

6) If you and your neighbor are jointly gaining, is some party actually losing? 

a. Who? 

b. Is there a benefit to that party from your agreement? 

7) This type of agreement is cost-sharing via competitive advantage.  You both can win 

when 1 party has a competitive advantage.  Can you think of other real-life examples that 

follow this type? 

Gom bui! 

 


